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CH\PTER I
INTRODUCTION

Orientation to the Study
Play appears to have always been an act:l.vity of
living forms .
play.

Animals and insects p tay; children and adults

The attitude of children and adults towards play has

undergone marked changes from earlier times

resultin~,

in

part , from conditions ard demand9 of life and fron social
evolution .

One of the

e~rlier

was that of

portrayin~

it as foolish and wasteful activity;

attem~ts

attitudes concerninJ p lay

(es pecially in the Colonial period ) were made to

suppress any form of play .

1

Throughout the years of changing a tti tu des towards
play, there have been numerous theories doveloned by which
attempts were made to explain play , e:s:pecially that of
Stress has been placed upon the values of play

c~ildren .

throush physical and mental development, as a mechanism of
individual ad justment and as a powerfu l socializing force .
Huizint,a 2 speaks of play as " • • • a function of the living,
but not susceotible of exact definition either
I

•

lo ~ ically,

1

Richard Krause, Bernice Scott and Carl Pfeuffer,
Recreation Leader 1 s Handbook (i1~ew York : ~·11cGraw - Hill Book
Co ., Inc ., 1955).
2

Johan Huizinua, Homo Ludens : A Study of the Play
Element in Culture (Boston: The Beaccn Press, 1950), p . 7.
1

2
bioloGically or aesthetically . "
He continues by sayins it may best be described
throuGh the use of characteristics of play .

First it is a

voluntary activity; second it is not "ordinary" or "real" life
but a stepping out of life; and third it is characterized
by its secludedness and its limitedness .
for or representative of somethin~ . 1

It is often a contest

These characteristics of

play are unlimited and may assume practically any form .
Mitchell and Sanora 2 classify nlay activities into
motor, sensory, and intellectual areas .

These ar e as, however,

are not indepeLldent or uncooperative but rather are interrelated and work together in games and various activities.
In specific relation to the physical aspect of play they
further divide play into fundamental movements of those of
the players own body and those movements of other bodies, of
external conditions .

It appears then that "Since the be 0 in-

ning of time, nature has decreed that children shall run,
jump, climb, throw, and perform other wholesome and satisfying
skills that strengthen the muscles end bony structures, and
. 11 3
add tone to the nerous svstem
v
'

These physical skills are

the ones most often used in play activities and seem to be
the older ones in the history of play .
Play has been one of the ways tr.rough wbich children

1 Ibid., pp . 8-15 .
2

Allen V. Sapora and Elmer D. Mitchell, The rheort of
Play and Recreation (New York: 'rhe Ronald ~ress Co ., 19 1).
3clifford Lee Brownell and E . Patricia Hagman,
Physical Education: Foundaticns and Principles (New York:
McGraw-Hill Book Co ., Inc., 1951), p . )7 .

3
learn .

It has been a part of learning in that learning in-

volves reactions and play nrovides opportunities for reaction.
's is true of

othe~

learnin~,

fields of

need for some type of instruction .

there is usually a

Tt.iis instru ction may, in

turn, 9rovide additional O'. ! portuni ty for increased understflndin[;,, participati on, enjoyment, and. for achieving some de gree
of success .
It is the writer ' s belief thst only

part of our

s ociety is aware of the need for instruction and directed
supervision of p lay skills .

There appears, however, to be

an increase in the awareness of these needs as obser v ed in the
number of programs and persons today who are dedicated to
promoting instruction and direction in play skills .

This in -

crease may aiso be resulting from the mechanizBtion movement
now so strongly effecting our modern day lives .

The mech-

anization has reduced the amount and kind of physic 8. l activity
of most persc.ns .

As our society changes the trend is becoming

one of pursuing sedentary activities and ignoring the need for
physical maintenance .
Man still needs to move and to exercise his body
to learn physical skills well for maximum efficiency and
fullest enjoyment o.f life .

'l 'he import nnce of these physical

skills and of .::ilay in educo.tion is bein 6 brought to the
attention of lay people as well as educators in all fields
as seen through the increase in the amount and qualify of
literature available .
Ch~ldren

enrolled in a

pro~ram

of

~ hysical

education

in elementary school may have the opportunity to participate

4
in a variety of play activities such as

3a~es,

sports, self-

testinc; activities, and rhythr;is where they employ many of
the

physic~l

skills .

It is ap,arent through the writer's

observations, however, that many of these

c~ildren

often

con~

tinue to advance in school without havine, learned to perform
11

these skilJs to the best of their ability .

If children are

to develop skills beyond the nc•vice class, attention must be
given to (the teaching of) skills as early as the first
c-r>o

0...... .......

de • nl

I.~cCloy 2 has so..id,

11

Many of our pupils are just

'exposed' to an activity -- with hopes that skills will 'take'.
Unfortunately, a large number of our pupils seem to possess
a very hit;h de ree of natural imrrnni ty . 11
0

1

rhis tradi tione.l

view of exposing chilJren to games and activities based upon
skills, but with limited attention given to the instruction
and performance of these skills has been observed in school
situations as acll as seen throueh literacure where physical
educators have treatsd it with little interest or depth .
There has been some contraiiction of this traditional view,
however, as one observes most dance and swiMminJ classes in
the physics.I education curriculum where these skills are
prerequisites to leu.rnint, and

part ici -:JRtin~

in that partic -

ular activity .
Based upon the experience of the writer and throu3h
lDorothy LaS_?-lle, G..ii'.lance of Ctdld.ren Throu~h lh:ysical ..i:ducation \l'•ew York: A. S. Barnes and Co., 19L1.o), p . 94.
1

2 c. H. McCloy, "In (~,uest of Skills, 11 Journal of
Health, Physical Education and Recreation, 9, (October 1938),
p . 478.

5
discussions with school oers0nnel, it appears that some
schools and communities accept physical education merely to
fulfill state
develcpin~

require~cnts

of better

and sh0w little initiative in the

pro~rams .

Similarly, these schools and

comMunities bec0Me neuli ent in providing sufficient facilities,
0

pro__;rans, leadership, and allotted time for physical education . 1
Accompo.nying the above needs, Vannier and :F'oster 2
reco~mend

that

tcac~ers

and parents accept mere responsibility

:'or recc 0 nizing the needs of cbildren; and that chey offer
buidance, praise, acceptance, and security, rather than
ridicule, embarassment, or humiliation when skills are beintS
acq·.dred by children .
State~e~t

of the Problem

The purpose of this study was to develop a kicking
skills an.J.lysis, and co:apile that infor'1c.tion in such a
manner thnt it oculd be used as a reference by the

ele~cn-

t:iry classroom teacher v11lo has had 1 • ttle or no physica l
educntion training .
The skills selected:were chosen from

observ~tio~s

raade of children, from conferences held with teachers of
"Movement ~du cation and the
Elementary School Child ," Conference ReDort of the !.'id - 'dest
Association for Physical ~d11c''ttion of Co ll e 1 ;e Nomon, (May 1960).
1 Lolas E . Halverson ,

2Maryhelen Vannier and Mildred ?ostor, l'eo.chin,:S
P~rsical Edvcation in Elementar
Schools ( Philadel~hia:
Saunders Co., 19~
1.

.N . B.

6
physical education,
to skills .

~rnd

from the review of literature related

From this, the writer selected tho se kickin,_:; skills

considered essential for performance in many game activities
especially suitable for elementary schools and these that
should be acquired before proceeding tc more comolicated activities .

The skills are based upon characteristics and needs of

c }~ ildren as sta~ed by .:elen B. Youn8 . 1

It is through the

experience and practice of skills one builds body cc n trol . 2
As important as skill learning appears to be, isolating its importance must be avoided.

Research indicates that

the development of motor abilities is important to the social
and emotional adjustment of boys and girls .
possess hishly developed mo tor skills are

Vhildren who

us ~ ally

more accept-

able to the r;roup.3

Likewise, Jersild and Tasch4 say that

the codes of

learned through ';) lay are powerful social-

co~duct

izinc.:; forces.
It has also been f ound through valid and reliable tests
developed for measurement of chil dren in the first through
sixth grades that "Elementary school children who are out1Helen L. Young, A 1'fanual-.Jorkbook of Ph sical
Education. for Elementar
0achers 11Jew ork:
he f"ad'iillan

9 3 ' pp .
2

LaSfil le, op . cit . , p . $0 .

3 J . Murray Lee and Dorris May Lee, The Child and His
Develournent (I 'ew York: Appelton-Century-Crofts, Inc., 1958).
4A . T. Jcrsiid and R. J. Tasch, Children's Interest
and .Jhat It Su.;S;,,,est For '2rJucation (Hew York: Teachers Collec_;e
Columbia l'ublication, 19~.9.

7
standin 0 performers in playground activities can run rapidly,
dodse elusively, jump hi0h, throw a ball ac curately and far,
catch a ball cons i stently, bat a thrown ball effectively,
and kick a ball forcefully and accurately .

Conv r rsely, ele:nen-

tary school children wLo are poor performers in

play~round

activities are unable to execute with any de ree of proficiency
the preceeding fundamental skills." 1
Obertueffer and Ulrich 2 state that one of the primary
problems of the

teacr~er

of physical e duco.tion is the teaching

of motor skills, of which kicking skills are an essential
component .
teachin~

Since many classroom teachers are responsible for

physica l education, it seems necessary that they

have an understanding of the fundamentals of efficient body
movements, of skill analysis and pro6ression, and the ability
to ap·)ly this understanding in phs ica 1 e:iuca ti on cle,s ses .
The material which is avai l able to the classrocm
teacher is usually written in detailed kinesiological or
physiolo~ical

terms .

Comsequently, there appears to be a

need for more basic "how-to-do-it" or
help for the classroom teacher .3

"tricks-of-the-trade"

It was the purpose of this

1Robert D. Johnson, "1"easurements of Achi -:;,vement in
Fundamental Skills of Elementary School Children, " American
Association for rtealth Phisical Education and Recreation ,
esearch '<-uarterly, 3 , No . 1, Y'arch 19 2 , p . 9 ·.•
2
Delbert Obertueffer and Celeste Ulrich, Ph~sical
Education (New York : Harper and Row Publishers , 19 2), P • 235 .
3sue M. Hall ( ed .), "Chilrlren and Fitness: A Program
For El ementary _Scr'.ools, " A Re>Jort of the N'ltiona l Conference
on Fitness of Children of .c;1ementar School A ·e , (Washington ,
D.
"merican. ssociation for ealth, Physics.I Educ'ltion
and Recre ~ tion, l9b0 ), p . ~8 .
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study to provide at least one scurce of

h ~ lp:

a readily

available, non-technical kicking skills anclysis reference
for use by the classroom teacher who has limited knowledge
and experience in the t eaching of physical education .
Delimitations of the Study
This study was limited to the development of a
kickin~

ski lls analysis of those skills associated with a

rcund bal:}. and v.rhich are a;::ipropria te for use at the eJ.ementary school level .
situaj~ions :

It was further limited to the following

kicking a moving or stat;iori.ary b9ll while the

kicker is either moving or stuticnary ; of passing or accurately
placins a kick; and of dribbling with the feet.
The skills analysis was written in non-technical
terms

in terms of what children say.

It was further

intended for use as a reference, and without proposing
methods of teaching .
Definition of Terms
In ap9roaching the problem it was necessary to
defin~

terms as they were intended for use by the writer .

A.

Skill 11 • • • is the refinement of an activity until
the neuroMuscular connection is so i ~ te0rated that
a difficult movement can be performed smoothly with
little effort . 11 1.

B.

Physical and motor ill ill were herein used interchangeably . Physical an:l notor skill involve the refinement

1Ellen D. Fraser, Joan B. Bransford and iJ'a,,.,ie Ilastin0s,
The CIJ.ild and Physical Education (En 0 lewood Cliffs, N. J.:
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1961) , 0 · 20.
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of either or both grofs and fine movements of a part
or parts of the body .
C.

Motor ability " • • • is usually thcught of as skill
in performin~ motor acts . Such skill may be judged
in terms of success or failure, or of v a ryihg ~easures
of strenJth, Rpeed, power, and different motor coor::lina tions. n.c:

D.

Skill learning " • • • is defined as pro~re s s tow1rd
better uerformance in ~otor aQtivity as a result of
instrucbion &nd/or pract"ce ."5

E.

Classroom teacher is one who directs and suuervises
instruction of children in a self -c ontained-classroom .
She has respcnsibiJity for teaching mcst of the
courses in which children receive instruction.

F.

Elementary school is an institution of learning for
children of grc,des one through six .

1Elwood Craig Davis and Earl L. Nallis, Toward better
Teac'hincS in Physical Educa+:i o n (En__,lewood Cliffs, N.
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1961.

2 0bertueffer and Ulrich, on . cit., p .

J.:

247.

3noroth~ Mehr, "Contributions of Physical Activity to
Physical Skill , ' American Association for Health, Physical
Education and Recrea t I.on Re search C,uarterl
2~., Part 2,
May 19 0 , pp. 321-333 .

r,

CPAPTE~

II

REVIEW OF IITERATTJRE
Skill development apoears to have
objective of _physical education .

been an

lon~

A report by Espenschade 1

lists as one of the six continuinL) physical needs of every
. 1 t'-ue oppor t uni-cy
..
b oy an:.i_., cir

tf

_,
1 op s k i. 11 in
.
• • • t o ei.eve

managing his body in its full functi cning . "

It is 2enera l ly

agreed that the phys icql education pro 0 ram is about the only
curriculum area ·Hhere body-control skills and all activities
are based en movements contributing to physical growth and
development . 2
Empirical and experimental studies in phsical
education and psycholouy support the assumption that the
learning of motor skills results from ;Jractice , and that
skill learnin.;;; has a yle.ce in o.11 l<?vels of the physic2 l
education program .

The assumption that specific instruction

results in the learnin 0 of

s~ills

is upheld too; hcwever,

there ap iears to be a need for additional research to sup9ort
this assumption . 3

Steinhaus indicates that a

0

reQt de0ree

1Anna S. Sspenschade, 11 Re3earch Findings Relatin.:c, to
the Need For Physical Education in the Kir:dergarten snd
Elementary S~hool," Mimeo 0 raphed by the C~lifornia Association
For .r~ealth, .Lhysical Educ.;,;.tiun and rtecreaticn, (Burlin~;ame ,
California: Janu ~ry , 1961), p . 1 .
2 H811, OD . cit . , p .

15 .

JT'o hr , o 'J • c i t • , :? p • J 21- 3 J •
10

11

of

1 1 .~_1 ,

c£m be le'.:'rned nnd that it is " • • • the result

· ·
· th
o f c h ange pro d uce d ,oy t ra1n1n~
in
. _e err t ex.

'rhe rP-st
of
_

the skill is in the inherited structure and innate behavior
patterns banded :lown from wenoration to :Jeneration ." 1

Play

itself probably cannot be expected to develop skills, but it
may nrrvide the opportunity for such development .
Skill development is lacking in some prosrams while
in other pro 0 rams there is vital concern in this development.
'rhe current emph:i.sis is beine; )laced on the teo.chine; of skills .
·rhis would appear siMple, if we understood that our own bodies
are the tools necessary to exscute skills .

Our bodies are

readily available,

car. bo responsive

to e

varie~y

~nd

if

tr~ined

~roperly,

of coordin:.1-tions v.'hich would make us effective

in situr>tions which derland
social responses .

ph~sical,

Acccrding to Solly and

traticn on skill development is the "
direction for the

intellectual, moral, c.YJ.d

pro~r~m

to follow •

..

DaMron 2 concen• most;

lo~ic al

" for the fullest

physic"l, intellectual, moral and social development .
Tct.chers of physical education cften assume ths.t all
children kr ow hew to hop, ski?, jump, ual lo'), and. perform
other skills properly.
tion in that

i~struction

This appears to be a false assumpin these ski lls may be necessary if

lArthur H . Steinhaus, Tcw"rd 'u1 UnderstB.ndin.s; of
Hes.lth , and Physic'>.l 2dl..'.C3.tion (Dubuque, lowa : :1m . c.
Brown anc~ :..,o., 1963), p . 23 .
2 Willia'n H. Solly and C. Frazer Dornron, "Skill
Development -- Bssential Ubjective," Journnl of health ,

Phvsice.l ::d"cation and I1ecrea tion, 30, O'ay 1959),

p' .

~-2 -hh .
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children are to

proocrl~

use the various

for~s.

1

In an effort to find the causes for inefficient
t eachinJ or non-teaching of
viewed

nu~erous

teachers of

an extensive survey.

"'l thlo

t; ic 11 skills,

~hysicql

Craine 2 inter -

education and corJucted

His purpose in questioning was to learn

the difficulties which ccnfront instructcrs in the teaching
of skills.

Sc Me of the difficulties menticned were:

unduly

lar e classes; lack of pupil interest in skills (usually on
the secondary level); wide variance in ability amen~ class
me~bers;

ymnasiu~;

insufficient time in the

assistance; insufficient space; and

lack of teaching

partici~ation

on teams

outside of sc ~ ool, influoncin 0 bad effects on skill hahits . 3
Crai~e

believes that one of the most important problems

Mentioned by the respondents was the insufficient descriptions
of tested skills

ac~ivities

and 6 a~es which coul1 be used in

almost any individual situation.

rhrou;h his study he slso

found that principals arid city Jirectors-of ;hysica1 education
corr:~

only believed the failure to do a gcod job in the teach-

ing of skills was in the

teac~er

himself.

Accordin~

to

these administrators the essentials of a good teacher are:
11

(1) A thorough knowled_;e and understnndin,::; of his pupils,

(2) enthusiasm for and traininc; in the work tau 0 ht, and
1 Bill Bentley, f 1Could You 'l'each Carl to Skip?, 11 rrhe
Instructor, 69, (Lctober 1959), p . 98 .
2
Henry C. Craine, Ieachinu :\.thletic Skills in Physical EJuc~tion, (New York:
Iner Publishin~ Co., Inc.,
1942) , p . 13.

3 Ibid., p . lJ.
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(3) a

personalit~

that stimulates the proper relationship

between teacher and pupils ." 1
In the teaching of skills it may be helpful for the
teacher to be aware of the effect of skill d velopment on
social

develop~ent .

Our society sets two major tasks for

children which involve their bodies .

One is the learnin0 of

physical skills neces s ary for participation in games and
activities , which are learned partly from tbe peer group and
from schoo l.

The other te.sk is the learninc of wholesome

attitudes and habits abou t the care of the body , enjoyment
of the use of the body, and a who l esome attitude of sex . 2
" • • • child soon learns that he will be

jud~ed

A

by what his

body accomplishes • • • This is one of the le ssons of life
that we are judged by our boJies and can improve them ."3
One ' s body and the kinds of ski ll s he may

deve l o~

using that

body seem to have a definite rflationship with the corcept of
self and readiness to attempt

thin~s . 4

There appears to be ,

then , an importe_nt relationship between "movement and learn1 Ibid., p . 13 .
2Robert J . havighurst , 11 Physic;;.l Edu c at ion and the
Tasks of the Body ," Professional Contributions No . 5 of the
American ·.cademy of J.'hysica l Edu c at ion, ( 1956 ).
3 M. C . Jones, "A Comparison of Attitudes and Interests
of 9th Grade Students 0 ver Two Decades ," Journal of Educa tional Psycholoby, 51, (August 1960 ), pp . 175-187.
4naniel A. Prescott, The CLild and the Educ a.tive
Process ( New York : T cGraw-hill Co., Inc . , 1957) .

1ng, movement and ability,

Move~ent

and adjustment, movement

and attitude . " 1
The teacher of physical education should also have
an understanding of f2'cts rel&ted to skills .
research on skill indicates the

At present,

followin~:

Coordination and skill Jo have much in common;
Both lar~e and
S)ecific;

s~all

muscle coordinations are

hi~hly

Skilled performers have faster reaction and movement
time;
Psycholcgical studies support the hypothesis of trarsfer
of traininw in motor skill learning;
There is little or no evidence to say that individuals
with hi~h levels of motor abil~ty can learn motor
skills easily and quickly.
There is little published rese1rch to support the idea
that teaching of mechanical and kinesiological orinciples will facilitate learning;
There is some evidence to irc.J.ica te that ci-~ildren taught
by special teachers of physical education reach a
si6nificantly hi~her level in motor skills as opposed
to those taught by classroom teachers;
There 5s no conclusive evidence of the relationship of
kinesthesia and motor learning;
I'here is no conclnsive evidence of the relPtionshiP
between strensth ar.d/or power and motor skill; In 0 eneral, there is little or no difference between
boys and girls up to twelve years of age when many
complex nh tor tasks are measured . 2

Toda\

1S

19b0')'

lGladys Andrews, et . al . , Physical biucation For
(Boston: Allyn and Bacon, Inc.,
p.
Boys and Girls

9.

2 Mohr,

cit . , pp .

321-350 .
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Van
!no tor

H~cen

skills

Helpin~

'..l.

1

classifies the objectives of teaching

s:

the

to leqrn the skills;

ch~ld

Fromotin 6 the child ' s knowledve in areas associated
with ski l ls and;
~1idi~ 0

the ctild's learning of approved social attitudes
throut£l skilJs and throuc;h the 1enrnin0 factors cf
'' • • • reajiness, oals , satisfactions , ~otive and
exo.m le."
0

The imnort ant principles of

learnin~

seem to be that:

"(l) The most effective learnin~ occurs when learning
is the means of satisfyinu some want • • •
( 2) Pu.rpos in~~' pla :~n · riJ , execu t in6, 2n-:::', ju::::1'-'ir-'"" by the

pupi l tend to devel op thinkiLc. ability of the tynes
wh'ch fosters actual use and app li cation of the know l edge
(3) r:atei"ials and tasks must be significant . " 2
It is

~cncra l ly

believed that cl1i1 d.ren le9,rn through

imitation, c0nscious ana l ysis, empathy and kinesthetic fee li ng .
Mohr3 sRys that chil ren of kindergarten awe 2nd
above

3r~

c apab le of and irt arested in

learnin~

many skills .

It may be ;oss ible to le arn these 1kills withou t stifling
th~;ir

cre'l ;:;1 vene s::; and en thus ia S""' .
One may often cbserve in aJults chat skills have been

learned porrly .

The

teachin~

cf skills to

~dults

beco~es

difficuJt :i_n that 110.ny n u lts are :1es:i.tant abcut le rrni.nt, a

new activity .

rl ppa rently,

t~ey

arc sutisfied in the

~~tterns

of oerformance with wl icb they are familinr, comfor·table in

'NL-..ifr~d Van -'-a_;cn, et . al ., Physics.l J;J..ucntion in
the ~lcmentsry School, (Sacrlmento, California: St te
DcpcrtMent of 2Juc~ticn, l?Sl), p . 39 .
2
crs.ine, on . cib, p . 19.
__

1

3~1 •0 h r,

OD •

•
Cl

Iu

•

,

?:Jp. • 3 ')~ 1 - 3 3?..> •
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doin3, and can successfully use . 1
It has been said in

2.r

c.rticle by .. cCloy that

11

one

who ccunts on !-'is fin 0 e.,..,s for ten ye nrs seldom '-~ets over it. 112
We sometires permit this kind of finGer counting in physical
skills anJ. then 8.ttempt to repR.ir the da.ma 0 e in secondary
school or in

colle~e .

The ~ost im)ortant jcb in the teach-

in0 of skills is i~ the ele"lentary school yoars.3

Unless

these skills are well le irned, participation in activites
~ay

not be accompanied bw pleasure and may eventually be

Jropped .

ChilJren need the

op~ortunity

to

ex~orie~ce

and to

develop in a wide variety of skills -- sone to be used by
oneself,

so~e

with the

f~~ily,

others with children in the

nei~hborhood and sc~e with a wide

aue croup . 4

FindinLs with respect to the relative superiority
of the whole, part, pro 0 re ssive-part, and other methods of

teac~inJ

skills are scattered and variable . 5

indicates that the teachers 1
c~ildren's

responsi1~ili

L1 terature

ty in guidin.:.;

learning throueh a problem -solving anproach is as

great in ;Jhysical education c.s it is in other nreas of endeavor .

?here probably is no one

inc •

One of the most important ideas, however , seems to be

that of

~uid~ng

wq~

to approach skills teach-

the first efforts carefully, anl of making

1 obertueffer and Ulrich, on . cit . , p . 235.
2rcCloy, op . cit., n .

479.

3rbid ., p . 479 .

4
, Values in Sports, A Report frepared by
the Joint~N,.._.a-,.t_,i,....o_n_a_ l Corference of tl--ie Division for Girls and
Women's Sports and Division of 1•~en 1 s Athletics (Interlochen ,
MichiJan: .ilmcrican ·•S socia tic n for t~eal th, Phys ica 1
Education and Rec~eation, 1963), u. 8 •
.5r:Iohr, op . cit ., pp . 321 - 333 .
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9ract ices lontS enou h to be meaninsfu 1, the in t crrel'.?. ~ion0

ships apparent, and continued for a period of time long
enough to achieve a fair degree of skill .
The

followin~ percenta~es

needed for various
These

perc~ntages

2 0

of skill development

es has been su 0 Gested by

~arson

and Lill .

are emphasized as a gu:de for the elemenPor the 6-8 year

tary school nhysical education jJroc;rs.m .

olls they sug~ost 15% of the total program spent in skill
development, bein6 short but
olds

i~tense;

for

~he

8-10 year

20%, where interest and desire for skill develonment

is ide8l; and for the 11-12 year olds 15;, where skills in
_;ame situutions is more desirable.
In

~eneral,

1

drill is considered to have a ph ce in

the teaching process if used at the proper
chillren

h~ve

~ime,

after the

been made ready for it, and based upon the

needs, ch2:racteristics, and competencies of crildren .
appears from

obse~vations

It

that drills are most effective

when used in the beuinninJ; sta6es of learnint:;; and thereafter
with practice through some game or activity form that is
si~ilir

to the snort or activity itself .

In the

be~inning ,

it seems to be more effective in showing the pupil what to
do in order to develop a movement vocabulary and to better
understand the verbal instructions given .
the eyes and ears will not necessarily

However, training

tr~n

the muscles .

1
Leonard Larson and Lucille F ~ Hill, Physical
Education in the .c..1ement 0 r~ School, (1~ew York: Henry Holt
and Co . , 1947), pp . 111-11 .
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The

pro~ram

of skill instruction should be or6anized

prc bressively to meet the needs of children, to satisfy
their i'"ilr1edia te interests, to Jevelop prop er habits of
execution, and to develop further interest in improvement .

1

Provi8ions may also be made for comparing children 1 s abil'ties,
for competition with control and c.:;uidance, avoi::lc.r:ce of sloppy
and bad habits, for uivin0 constant praise, and for opp ortunities to achieve definite soals .

The teacher must avoid

lengthy explanations and time lost in reore:Sanizin.:; class .
She mu s t avoid ,ermitting a variety of skill activities during
the p eriod when opportunity to

s~tisfactorily

execute a single

skill has been made dif::':'icult enough to orovide a challenge .
The ccnduct of the teacher, too , is always "on sta 0 e ."2
To increase the children's

a ~ areness

and the need for

skill development and activities, several ideas may be of
assistance to the teacher of physical education .

Msterial

can be presented thr ough listing books and postine this in
the (:';ymnasiu.ri. and library ares.s; throuwh use of the bulletin
board for clinpinus and pictures of

p ~ rsons

displayin~

9roper

forms of skills; throu 0 h discussion of athletes and other
indi victuals in the new,

-1 ovies, or on television; through

demonstro. ticns by

s, local amateurs, or older school

e .~pert

athletes; and throu,h suc;gcstin,; or a ssi,;ninc.; outside work;
and the use of prosress charts or oupil ratings .

In sncourag-

inJ children to analyze the skills and to discuss them one
le raine,
.
2

OP .

C it

.

1

Ibid ., pp . 21-27 .

p . 21 .
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may emphasize the questionin 0 of what is rie,ht and why, vhat
is

v1ron~ and 1:vhy, what do we want and how can we get it . 1
As a result of the review of literature in the field

of physic8.l education numerous books were found on the
mechanical and

physiolo~ical

analysis of activities and skills;

however, the available material pertinent to the analysis of
skills in the elementary school anl for use by the non~

ecialist is limited .

An investi 0 ation of the literature

found few texts of significe.nt value .

1 Ibid . , p . 72 .

CF.APT~R

III

P:.10CEDC1~S

The purpose of this study was to develop a kicking
skills analysis and to compile that information in such a
manner that it could be used as a reference by the elementary clas.srocm teacher who has ho.d lit'"le or no i1hysical
education training.
The study was limited to the analysis and compilation
of kicking skills associated with a round bRll and those
kickint skills which are a,propriate for use in the elementary school .

the

analysis was intended to show progressions

of each ski ll from the simple to the most difficult ones .
Descriptions were to be made in non - technical terms .

There

was no intention of classifying the skills accoriling to grades
in v1hich the various techniques should be ta.U(jht .
The kicking skills selected were chosen on the basis
of observations of children at play made by the writer; from
di cus sions vli th teachers of Jhys ica l education; and from the
listing of competencies outlined in the bulletin Physical
Educ tion in ~lementary Schools . 1
1

, Physical Education in Ele~entary Schools:
An InterD_r_e_t_a_t--i-o_n_ for . idministrators and 'Teachers , Bulletin
of the Gffice of the ~uperintendent of rublic I nstruction ,
(Sprinufield, Illinois: Office of the ~uperintendent, George
T. ~ilkins, 1962), pp . 20-24.
20
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In develop i nb the ki c king skills analysis reference ,
the writer elected to interview children of the Robert G.
Buzzard Laboratory School at Eastern Illinois University ,
Charleston, Illinois .

The children interviewed were from the

first , third , and fifth grades of two sections of each grade .
Only three urades of the elementary school were s elected for
interviewing because it was the feelin3 of the writer and of
professional physica l ed11ca tors involved in this study , that
there would be similarities in verbal expressions of first,
third, and fifth graders i:;l:en

intervi~wed

second , fourth, and sixth Graders .

as c cmpared with

The use of only the three

grades mentioned was also based on the availibiJity of the
interviewers and the amount of time available for use of the
laboratory school children .

The writer aldo recognized

th~t

there would be differences within each age Lroup , and from
tSrade to grade .

The precess of interviev1int; was twofold :

First , that of individual interviews with, eit,ht children of
each of the grades mentioned and second that of small 3roup
interviews conducted with the entire class from the other
section of each grade .
It W.'2.s the belief of the writer and other profess i onal
physical educatcrs in the f'ield , that it was necesso.ry to
question the children about specific kicking skil l s and there by leaving it up to the responses frcm the i nterviews as to

the analysis of the children ' s kicking suggest i ons .
I ndividual Interviews
I n p l anning the individual and group interviews , it
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was necessary to receive permission of the teachers of
physical education in the Buzzard Laboratory School for use
of their physicnl education class time and for assistance in
the selection of those children who could be relied on to
express themselves in individual intervievrn .
tion and permission was received .

rheir coop era-

The dates and times were

then arranged with the instructors .
Prior to the interviewing the writer observed each
class of children on several occasions .
some that this would avo:d
children

feelin~

o~

It was believed by

reduce the possibility of the

uncomfortable when they were cPlled away

from the grouo .
The individual interviews were conducted prior to
the group interviews .

The purpose of these individual inter-

views was to t:,Gt words and sugge;.otions from

ei~ht

of the

twenty - five students within each of the three c.:;rades mentioned .
The children were Jiven several kickin6 situations .

They

were then to tell v1ha t they would say to another boy or 3irl
if they were asking him to

~erfcrm

the particular kicking

,

situation which had been presented .

These individual inter -

views were conducted by the writer .
In the interviewing of individuals it was necessary
for the writer to
questionin~ .

purpose .

maint~n

an even and consistent pattern of

An interview GUide was developed for this

The guide (which had the approval of several profess -

ional physical educators) rrny be found on page twenty-six .

This

u;uide outlines the questions or situations to be asked of each
child .

Spaces were provided for the child's re~onses .

The
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questions or situ8.tions wore intended as mere sug0 estions and
guides to be asked of each child .

The writer realized that

a variety of responses would be &iven because of the differences in the number c.nd types of ex_;'er>iences the chil1ren wou ld
have had.

It was necessary to c0nsiJer unex?ected responses

and be pre::;ared to "play it by ear" with each child at the
time of tha interview .
A r.iaxirmM of fiteen minutes was allowed for each
intervie·,y vd. th the first and third gr?,de chi1dren; tvrelve
minutes were allowed for each child in ' the fifth gro.de .

'rhes e

time limits were determined by the writer and from conferences
with the professional physica l
study .

educ~tors

involved in this

They were based on the child's age and his ability

to express hiiself verbally and the amount of time evailable
for use of the elementary school children.
The children selected for indiviJual interviews in
.::;rades one and three were cboscn from Miss Helen

11.~ .

Moody's

physical educ-:-ction classes; in the fifth ::Srade , fro:n f1Tiss
Anra Jane Ellis 1 cir ls physical education class and flr . ·,Jilliam
F . Th•ckellew 1 s boys physicql education class .

All of the

persons :nentioned are instructors of physica l educo.l:ion at
the Buzzard Laboratory School .

'rhe bcys and wirls of each

sraje were selected by these instructors of physical education.
The criteria by which the children were selected was based
upon the following abilities:

1) to meet new persons, 2) to

express self freely, J) to develop ideas and
ph,)Tsicri.l skills well .

4)

to perform

Small Groun Interviews
Following the individual interviews, the small Jroup
interviews wit1in an entire class were conducted .

It was the

hope of the writer in selectin,J children from the seconrl
section cf the first , third,

fifth grades that interclass

~nl

discussion of kickinJ sLills would be lessened.

In this

manner the writer expected to get a larger number of ori_::;ina l
responses, to get responses from children of different teqchers,
and to check or cross-analyse these

su~~estions

0

iven by the

children in the indiviJual interviews .
In the small

0

roup interviews , it was also necessary to

r:mintain an e1'en o.nd consistent nattern of q 'estioning .
~ay

interview guide was vlso developed and
twenty-seven to
.after the

tr12nt~r-ei,_,ht .

indi~i~~al

at this time .

be

fo~nd

on paces

This 0uide was completely

i~terviews

for

basic questions or situations of

~ickinc

same

t~e

skills as outlined in

'rl1e children were asked to raise

their bends if they w0u11 not or did not do the specific
that wrs sug,,;ested by other children.
the op'Jortuni ty fop each
al suscestions

th~t

q'.16S tion

rhev
v

~ere

glso

thin~

·iven

~

or situation, to t.:i ve 3.ddi t ion-

were nut already

iven.

The e:,roups consisted of four or five children .
was assi&ned an

eve loped

sUJgestions were added

t~e

The sm.11 group inte!views frl 1 uwed

the indi1ridual interview .

A c:_;poup

interviewd by one of the followin 0

:

Eo.ch
the

writer , a teacher o::' )hysic2l ei ·c;ation in the labore.tory
1

sc~ool,

a student

~eachcr

in ) ysic"l educntion ,

cla~sroom

sudent teacl"ers , c..r.c: p'-·y :cl'.11 etlucntic'n riajcrs presently
observing and asqistins in the l a boratory sc100J .

It was

necessary to use different interviewers each hour because of
the university students varied class schedules .

However,

all interviewers met prior •to the small sroup interviews and
were given specific directions by the writer .

They were

Jiven a brief introduction to the paper, the necessity for
being consistent and following the guid e as outlined , the
time limits of twenty-five minutes for the first and

t~ird

grades , and thirty minutes for the fifth in which to work , the
necessity of havin5 the children sit to curtail the temptation
to walk around, ard the general routine that the interview
would follow .

The six basic auestions or situations as out-

lined in the suide , were 6iven the interviewers prior to the
actual questioning sessions .

It was emphasized that they be

consistent, that they repeat the situations when needed a nd
to avoid giving any leading suggestions or hints to the
children re0arding the question or situation .
Preceedin 6 the group interviews the children were
told something of

~at

they were

Goin~

to be asked to do .

Upon entering the gymnasium they were asked to sit together
in one group and the writer spoke to
dividing into small 6roups .

the~

briefly before

After they were in their groups,

the assisting interviewers were then responsible for the group
during the allotted time .
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Individual Interview Gu::tde
Following is the outline used for the individual
interviews .

Only the first statement and routine questions

are v1:0itten out in full here .

The other five questions or

situations are written as they were presented to the children,
but the routine follovring each statement has been omn:itted .
The same pattern of QUestioninc was followed for al l situations
as outlined in the first statement .
Prelininaries : Introduce self; ask the er ild 1 s n '"':J.e; inter vie 7er is a physical education teacher like theirs;
interviewer needs them to help her in teachinJ boys
and ~irls hew to kick a round bnll; know that the
child will have lots of sug~estions; sug6est that
they go into another room to tsl k; and that the
intervie1~.rer will occasionally jot down notes on this
paper . Will be pretendin~ that the clild is telling
another boy or girl how to kick a ball .
1.

2.

3.

·w hat are the ways ycu can kick a ball, when the bqll is
standing still and you are standin~ still?
a.

1.f11a t do the 1 e~s and feet do?

b.

What a.o the head , eyes and arms do?

c.

What does the upper body do?

What are the ways to kick a ball, if I would roll a ball
to you while you ar2 standin~ still?*
ihat are the ways to kick a ball, when the ball is stand ing still but you are moving or running to

it?·:~

4.

What are the ways to kick a b'< ll, ·when the ball is moving
and you are movin.;?·::-

5.

Sometimes we want to 0 et or send the ball to so~eone or
somewhere . •'hat 1vould you tell another boy or girl to do?~:-

6.

If you wanted to keep the ball to yourself, -- to move it
Dlong the e;round and __;o someplace with it , what would you
tell another boy or gir l to do?*

Thank you for helping me .
~ffiepeat

items a, b, and c .
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Small Grouo Interview Guide
Followin0 is the outline
interviews .

Suu~estion s

used for the ' small group

differed for each of the situations ,

since they were compiled from the results obtained by the
varicus individuql interviews at different
A.

~rades .

I am ~oin6 to tell you about some su~6es~ions for kicki ng
a r ound ball , that other boys and uirls have 0iven me .
They were about kickin 0 a bSLl thac is standing still and
the person is standin~ sti l l .
1.
I want you to listen c~refully to these suQge~tions -and if you would not or do net do this when yo,, kick a
ball, raise :;cur hrrnd .
(Place the number of ht.~ds raised
in the blank sp~ce provided .)
2.

Su:::,gestions:

3.

a.
'icu ld you do anything
different?
b.
If so , what would you
do ? (Wake note s b c 1 ow • )

If I told you the leGs do this

...

Suggestions:

5.

If I told you thst the feet do these thinss • • •

6.

Su:_;uestions:

7.

...

If I told you

~~-

that the head and eyes do these things

Su0t,estions :

9.

If I told you the arms do trese things • • •

Su_,""'est ions:

10 .

~}

11 .
I~ I told you the top part or the upper uart of
your body does these thin0s • • •
Suggest ions :

?(F{epeat items a and b .
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In the preceding situations for the small group
interviev.rs for . .vtic"f1 the children were to helo determine
descriptive words or phrases, r procedure similar to that
just described was used in the following situations .
the situation was presented,
two que"ticns aoked .

suL~eBtions

In brief,

were uiven, and the

A listin g of the other five

situP~ ions

follows:

E.

This time yru are 0 oin~ to pretend you are kickin& a bell
that is standin~ still but ye, are mcving ir scme way or
runnins to it.

C.

Fovr - - lets

you are

D.

s~y

s~~nd i ng

t 1-:c b'lll is cor.iint: c,r pollin3 to you wrile
sti l l .

Another W"Y we ccul,1 kick a bE> l l is when the 1. [111 :Ls
;.:ovi'1 c~r.L you ~L e :"lOViDt_, . .uoth JOU and the b'"'ll are
movir 0 •
0

E.

Sometimes we want to get er send a b 11 to uo~eone or
so~ewhere .
These are the suggestions other boys and
gir13 have g iven me .

F.

Now -- lets think about r11ovinu a ball alone, the yound
2nd e;o:.'..YJ.g son:.e placE- with it - - at the same t iqe keeping
it to yourself .

CHAPTER IV

RESeLTS
The purpose of the individual interviews with the
eit_;ht children from each of the first, third , and fifth
~rades

was that of obt&ining from the chil ren leadin"-' or

key words and suggestions associated with the various situ ations of kickins a round ball .

In an attempt to check or

cross-analyze the consistency in the usage of those words
and suggestions as

~iven

by the children in the individual

interviews, the small grouD interviews were conducted with
the entire class of the other section of ea ch grade .
adiition to

checkin ~

In

the consistency, provision was made for

the children to make additional rei:p onses .
In consultation with the professional

hysic q l

educators involved in this study , the writer ta llied, categorized and summarized the res: onses of the children interviewed .
Individual Interviews
In accordance with the procedures , the individual
interview guide was established merely as a

suggestive

outline for the writer to follow in interviewing the children .
Within this

~uide

there were basic statements or questions

to be asked by the writer, for maintaining a degree of consis tency in the ques

·~ ianing

of the
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chil '~ren

intervie\·1ed .

It was
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necessary for the writer to respond o..nd

djust to each child

and at the same time avoid getting "off course , " and of
promoting or furnishin3 the chilJren with responses .
The individual interviews were conducted 1dth four
boys and four

irls from each of the first, second, and

third grades of one class .

They were a lso conducted within

time linits as previous l y outlined .
In

revie~in6

the attitudes demonstr&ted at the

individual interviews, it was apparent for

~

1

~ractical

purposes, that every individual was anxious to discuss the
kickinG dkills with the writer , and their words or
were quite meaningful .

su~gestions

The variety of responses of the

children interviev1ed were numerous and quite descriptive .
Basically, these ideas conveyed the same meaning .

These words

or su.sgestions vrnre then talli eJ , eat e~Jori zed and surmnar i zed
for use in the sldlls analysis reference .

There were in

addition to those reponses directly related to the kicking
skills, the superfluous

a~d

unexpected remarks .

Small Group Interviews
As previously mentioned, the small group interviews
from an entire class, were conducted with the other section
of the first , third, and fifth erades .

Again , as was true

in the indiviiual interviews , time limits were determined .
The first and third grades were interviewed within the twentyfive minutes allowed for physical education class; the fifth
gr12de was allo17ed thirty minutes of their fifty minute period .
In so far. as possible , the assisting int erviewers
were instructed to complete the interviews during the set time
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periods .

Some difficulty was encountered in c ompleting the

interviews but in the main, the interviews were completed
in a satisfactory manner .
The children in the group interviews added few
additi onal words or su 0 cestions to those already given by
the chilJ.ren int ervie':1ed indi vidualJy .

Primarily those

responses from the children interviewed in small groups were
in agreement with those responses from the children inter vie.,ved individually .

Consequently, the group intervievrn

primarily checked the consistency
the words and

sug~estions

~nd

frequency of usa g e of

of the individual interviews .

The kicking skills analysis reference, as found on
pages thirty - two throu3h forty was developed by the writer,
from the

cate~orized

respohses of the children interviewed

~nd

based upon the literature available on kicking skills and
ass c ciated motor activities, as well as the known experiences
of the professional physical educ a tors involved in this study .
The reference was written in non-technical terms - - in terms
of what children say .
The analysis reference was structurally developed
into a

p~ttern

where each of the kicking situations was

followed with the summated questions, and the c2.tegorized
and summarized responses .

The responses were stated in the

langua0e of the children .

The suggestions included in the

followinb pages were significant to children, since they were
repeated several times by different individuals .

The writer ,

however, reco 0 nized that some responses might give improper
technical implications in the execution of certain skills .
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The responses which mibht be considered incorrect from a
professicnal nhysical educo.tor 1 s viewpoint , therefore, have
been identified by an asterisk .
Kicking Skills AnalJsis Reference
STATIONARY B:\LL, STATIONARY PERSON :
Summated •;:uestions

Categorized Responses

Ways to Kick:

Kick the ba l l straight .
Sideways; out to the side .
Up , in the air; into the air .
On the ground .

Position of Ball
and Person :

The ball is standing still
and the person is standing
still .
Look at or face the ball .

Vovements of the
Head and Eyes:

The head bend s down and looks
at the ba l l; or watches the
ball .
Look also in front of the ball .
Concentrate on tre ball .
Look up to see where to k~ck
the ball; watch where you
want to 0 et the ball .
-l}Look up , and watch where you
ar e kickinb the ball .
Look in the direction of
where ycu kicked the ball .

Vovements of the
Upper Body :

The up~er body helps you kick .
It is still at first .
Goes front when the le~ Goes
back .
Bends over a l ittle .
Leans forward .
Body ~oes beck a l~ttle when
you kick .
Bends backwards a little .

Movements of the
Arms:

The arms help you keep your
balance .
Go alon 6 with your body .
HanG down at the sides .
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r11ovement s of the
Arms:

Pover"'!ents of the
Legs and Feet:

g o with the feet; V'.hen
they go back, arms go back .
~:-Put arms back, then sv:Zi ng up
front when you kick .
~~ove a little back, up and out.
{:-Qo back and forward; or back
and up .

{~Arms

The lebs and feet are still;
feet a little bit tocether .
Line leg and foot up with the
ball; kicking leg is behind
or back of the ball .
Swing the le6 at the hip .
They swing back and forth in
the air.
One leg and foot swings and one
leg and foot stays still .
Bend a little .
Swing back .
Brin3 leg and foot back that
you kick \Vi th.
Bend le 0 back and push forward
or out; foot goes toward the
ball .
Le'-' and foot LOes back, then
kicks, then goes up .
Le'-' and foot moves forward;
in front of you .
One leJ and foot goes toward the
ball; comes out to the ball .
They swi D6 up .
'I'hey ..;o out straight .
Toes of the foot are dovm first,
then up .
Point the foot .
Go up on the toes of the foot
that is standing still .

Kicking or Qo n t a ctin6 the Ball:

Kick with the top of the foot;
1·1here the shoe laces u re .
Kick with the too of the toes .
Kick 'V i th the inside of the
foot .
Put le and foot sidewa s and
kick .
Get the toes under the ball for
a fly ball or one that ~oes
into the Qir; or the foot,
top of the foot, or instep .
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Kickina
or Contact u
ing the Ball:

Put foot under bqll and lift .
Kick in the middle of the ball
to ~o on tho Ground .

ROLLING BALL, STATIONARY PERSON:
Summ8.ted

uestions

·,-fays to Kick:

Cate 0 orized Responses
Kick the ball strai~ht .
Sidewnys; out to the side .
To ~o in the air; fly ball .

On the 0 round .
Bunt it .
Position of the
Ball Gnd erson:

The ball rolls to the person;
comes to, or to~~rrl the~ .
Look at the b~ll; face the ball .

Movements of the
Eead and Eyes:

Watch the ball .
Keen the eyes on the ball .
Con~entrate on the ball .
Keep looki~ 0 at the ball.
LoLk where the ball is coMing .
Lo•k !own and up at the b ll .
Follow it with your eyes .
Look at ball and where to
0

kicl:\: it .
Movements of the
D9pAr Body:

At first, the up~er hody is
still; then _,oes front, then

back.
un first, then back .

~oves

Le~n s forw::i.rd .
Bends over a little and gets
randy.
Bends back a little.

Move~ents

of the

Arms:

keep your
balance .
Swinu up q lit~le bit vhen you
~0 up to l:\:ick; ~ut not too
h i gh .
The arms help you

3rinc the~ back, up en
out strai6ht .
Movewencs of the
Le'"'s and Peet:

then

Lire the le_, you kick with, uu
with the brll; it is behind
or bee~ of the ball .
One le 0 2nd foot holr'ls you
still 1'1hile oue kicks .
Swin 0

le~

at the hip .
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Mov ments of the
Le-...:s and Feet:

Leg and foot s..v:in;s b2ck a.nd
~hen kicks .
Le 0 soes back, then nits the
ball, then 6oes up .
Foot s1'Ji n'--'s bP ck and forth
with the le 6 and it hits tl::e
bell.
L3 0 and foot comes out forward;
~oves in front of you; 0 0 in
the air; and straiLJ::ten up.
Le__, and foot ,_,oes up hi,,)1er than
when the ball was standing
still .
Leg 0 ets stiff and pushes out .

Kickins or Contactins the B..., 11:

Get ready .
Nhen :;he ball

j_s ebout there
brin 0 the le~ back; then
kick it when it :_,ets ther•e .
W~it till the b~l l Gets theEe.
Let ib come and ~it the foot .

Fick in the ~iddle of bell to
.._,o str2i 0 ht on the grcund .
Kick under or underneath the
b2ll for a hi6h or fly ball .
Kick the ball with the top of
the foot .
Kick with the toe under the ball .
Kick with the inside of the
foot; on either side of the
foot .
Kick ~ith the heel .
Kick in the middle of the top
of the foot; the instep.
Kick in the inside of the foot
to go one dir8ction and outside to 0 0 the other direction .
STATICYA'i.Y BU..JI,

rovnw

OH RUNNING

P"E~W301'J:

Surrr.ated Cuestions

C&tc 0 orized 2esponses

Wc.ys to Kick :

Kick the b"ll straight; out;
u' in the air; fly ball .
Sidewc,ys .
'h. l k up t 0 it .
Tske a few stops or many.

1

Run to it .
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Position of the
Ball and Person :

The ball is standing still .
The nerson moves, runs, or
0CS to, toward the bqll .
0

Movements of the
Head and Eyes :

Look to see where the ba l l is .
Look at the br 11 as you run;
watch the bRll as you run .
Loolr where to 0et the ball;
where to kick the ball .
·:(Look in the direct ion of kick in6 the ball .

Lovements of the
Upper Body:

The U?per body bends over a
little when you run or move
to the ball .
Moves or l:ans forward .
Waves up , then beck as you
kick .
·::·Goes back a r> d forth when run ning and kicking .

Pavements of the
!1.rms :

The aros help you go faster .
:SE<nd them .
Move c l ose to the body when
runninw •
Go up, then back; back and
forth .
Push out and bRck in.
s~in0 a little, back and forth .
Swin:...;i and relax .
help keep your balance .
Arms drop down before movin5
up to kick .

Movements cf the
Lec;s . ., nd Peet :

~Phe

le 6 s and feet i::ove more
than when stand i ng still
and kick i n6 •
They b9nd when moving .
One moves in front of the
other .
fhey move back and forth .
~un

on ~our toes (balls of the
feet ).

One le0 pushes to the bal 1 an<.1
the foot helps you kick it .
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Kicking or QontnctinG the Ball:

8et the ri Gt p~ ce for the foot
you want to kick with .
Kick at the bottom of the ball .
Kick at either side of the ball .
Kick with the toes under the
ball; underneath th e ball .
Kick ·ai th the top of the foot;
with the upper part; with the
instep; where the shoe laces
are .
Kick with the heel of the foot .

MOVING BALI., MOVING PErtSON:

Summated

~uestions

Ways to Kick:

Categorized Responses
Kick the ball straibht .
On the ground .
In the air; fly ball .
Sideways .
Walk up and kick .
Run up and kick .
Take two steps and kick .
Little steps and kick .

Position of the
Ball and Person:

Movements of the
Head and Eyes:

The bal 1 is coming to or towards
the person, and the person is
movinci towards the ball .
The ball is movin0 away from
the person and ths person
runs up to kick it .
Watch the ball when it is coming
or goine; see , look .
Look up and down.
~:· .iatch the ba ll all the time .
Vfatch where to run .
Look in direction of kicking
the bell; in the direction
of the aim .

Movements of the
Upper Body:

The upper body bends over;
forward a little.
Moves back and forth .
Helps your balance .
Goes up , then back when you
kick .
Up , then back .
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N:ovements of the 1'..rm
Arms:

The arms help for balance .
Bend a little .
tfp, then b9.ck .
Swin~ a little back and forth.

Movements of the
Legs and Feet:

The le0s and feet help you
run .
They move a lot and fast.
Bend ~ore than when you are
stGndin0 still .
They do not go as high .
~~ick from the knee or hip .
Run on tip toes (balls of feet) .

Kickin 0 or~Contact
in[, the Bqll:

Get under or 1 nderne~th for
a fly ball; under the bottom
of the ball for it to go into
the air .
Kick in the middle of the ball
for a g~ound ball.
Kick with either side of the
foot; inside or outside .
Kick with the upper part of
the foot; top part or ''ihcre
the s~oe laces are .
Kick with the toes under the
ball .

KICKING TO

SCJi'.~EONE

Summated

OR sm,:mVHERE:

uestions

Ways to Kick:

Categorized Responses
Kick it straight .
Kick it sideways .
Roll the ball with the feet .
Push it with the foot real
hard; or push it real soft .

Position of the
Ball and Person:

The person is standing, f3cing,
or lookin3 a~ the beJl. 0r
standin~ towards the ball .
The person stands sideways to
the ball; with the side to
the ball .

Movements of the
Head and Eyes ;

They ser where the ball is;
look and w2 tch :rhere it is
to go .
zook where to kick .
Look in direction of aim.
Aim at the person; or pikace .
Follow the b3ll with the ~yes.
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r..:ovement s of the
Upper Body:

The upper body bends a little.
-::·Body leans forward, then back,
then straightens out after
kicking .
Goes up and back .

Movements of the
Arms :

The arms are used for balance.
Swing a little back anJ forth .
First up, then back.

Lovemcnts of the
Let:,s and Feet:

The le0s and feet bend a little .
from the knees or hip .
ThEtU go back, hit the ball and
i:.;o up .

~~ick

Swing sideways.
Kick and point the toe of the
foot .
Kicking or Qontacting the B~ll:

Get under or underneath the
ball fnr a fly ball; a ball
to LO into the air.
Hit in the middle of the ball
to 0 0 on the ground.
Kick with the top of the foot;
upper part, or where the
shoe 1 a c "" s ~- :::> e •
Kick with either side of the
foot; inside or outside .

KICKING A B/\.LL TO SELF AND GOING SOMEPLACE WITH IT:

Summated

~uestions

Ways to Kick:

Cate~orized

Responses

Kick the ball and run after
it while it is moving; or
hit the ball .
Run and kick a little, then
run up and kick again .
Roll the ball with the feet .
Kick a little ahead; do not
get too far ahead of you;
don ' t get too far ahead of
the ball .
Rench out with the feet and
get it .
Little kicks; real easy; softly;
short; tap it; little ways;
barely kick it; just butt it;
dribble with the feet .

Ways to Kick:

Kick with one foot, then the
other .
The ball goes back and forth
with both reet .

Position of the
Ball and rerson:

The kicker and the ball a re
moving .
The kicker is looking at the
ball; facin~ the ball .
The ball is close to the feet.

Movements of the
Head s.nd Eyes:

They keep seeing; watching; or
looking at the ball·while
you are runnin3 .
Keep the eyes on the ball and
e:;round .
Lo k where to 0 0; where to
kick the ball .
Do not keep the eyes down all
the time .

Ivl ovement s of the
Arms:

The arms just go alons .
Swin6 a little bit .
Go back and forth at your sides.

Movements of the
Upper body:

The upper body soes forward .
It bends over a little; bends
down, leans out, or is slanted .

Movements of the
Le s and i<"eet:

The less and feet do not move
as much; or swing, or go back
and forth as far .
The levs and feet 6 0 besides
each other; pretty close
tod,ether .
Feet turned in a little .
Keep pretty straight, with a
little bend .

Kickin o~

Kick at the sides of the ball .

0

or Contactinc; the Ball:

Kick with the insides of the
foot; inner border .
Kick with the toes under the
ball .
Kick ui th the fr on part of the
foot; top or up9er part .

CH.'\PTER V
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The purpose of this study was to analyze selected
kicking skills and to compile that information in such a
manner that it could be used as a reference by the elemen tary classroom teacher who has had little or no

~hysical

education training .
The study was

li~ited

to the development of an

analysis of those skil 1 s associated with a round ball and
which are O.D"'Jropriate for use at the elementary school
level .

It was further linited to the following situations:

kick a moving or a stationary rall, while the kicker is
either movinG or stationary; of passing or accurately rylqcing
a kick; and of dribbling with the feet.
Conclusions
It is the writer's belief that the individual
interviews (as conducted in this study) should be preferred
for use in develcpin 0

skills analysis, in comparison to the

group interviews because of:

1) the length of the suggestions

to be cross-analyzed in the group interviews presented
difficulty in

co11nle~ion

within one meetinz of a physical

education class, 2) the chil ~en of the group intervie1•1s
PCS:'.JOn:led vri th few ad -•i tional suggestions than those eight
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chilJren of each 3rade individualJy interviewed and J) those
sue~escions

of the children interviewed in <.;lr oups conveyed

a :-;pro:xi:nately the same meaning as those of the
vic~ed

c~,ildren

inter -

individually.
The writer hopes that this kickinz skills analysis

reference will aid eJementary teachers who have had little
or no :::hysical education training .

It is also the rJ.esire of

the writer that enouuh intere ·it in skills analysis will have
been

cr~uted

so that additicnal references of this type will

be developed .
Recommendations
s a result of this study the follouing recommendations a r e made:
A.

A skills

an~lysis

reference should be developed for

those kicking skills rel2ted to those nrosented in this
stuJy, of the associated skills of drib b le and pass, puntind,
drop-kick, block or trap,
B.

~nd

a tackle .

A skills analysis reference is suggested for those

kickins skills essentially associated
C.

~th

a footbqll .

A skills analysis reference should be established

for all basic motor skills included within the norm8.l 9hysical
educdtion progr 2m and encompasslng those activities which are
concerned vith motor skills .
D.

Future skills e,nn.l:Tsis s tudics should be conducted

for use at the elementary and high school l evels .
E.

Future ski ll s analysis of this type miz;ht be improved

by the ad~ition of a third column .

the professionally accepted skill

This column would describe
an~1lysis,

and would. compl i-

.!
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ment the original two columns, namely , skill identification
and the categorized responses of
F.

~dditional

c~ildren .

time should be assigned in the professional

preparation of teGchers of physical education, to the study
of simple analysis of skills and their resultine

i~~lications

for teaching; as opposed to the practice of collecting a
quantity of material for filin 0

,

with little or no reference

to the purposes and c omponents of the activity .

These analysis

should be in agreement with characteristics of the age groups
involved .
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